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ABSTRACT

This paper starts from the premise that the human contribution to risk must be assessed during the
development of safety-critical systems. In contrast to previous approaches, discrete numerical values are
rejected as means of quantifying the probability of operator `error' for many di erent users of many
di erent systems. Numerical probabilities are used to rank the importance that designers attach to
particular system failures. Adequate development resources must be allocated so that operators will
resolve and not exacerbate high priority failures. In order to do this, human factors and systems engineers
must be provided with notations that can represent risk assessments. Many techniques that are in
widespread use, such as fault-tree analysis, provide inadequate support for the development of interactive
systems. They do not capture the temporal properties that can determine the quality of interaction
between operators and stochastic application processes. It is argued that probabilistic temporal logics
avoid this limitation. Notations which are built around linear models of time cannot easily capture the
semantics of risk assessments. We have developed Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) to
avoid this problem. PCTL is built around a branching model of time. Finally, it is argued that PCTL
speci cations and Monte Carlo techniques can be used to provide faithful simulations of interactive
systems. The implementation of the Risklog prototyping tool is brie y described. Partial simulations
can be shown to system operators in order to determine whether they are likely to intervene and resolve
system failures.
Keywords: Risk assessment; interface design; formal methods; prototyping; Risklog.
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1 Introduction
The Commission of the European Community (1984), the Japanese Fifth Generation Initiative (Watson,
1985) and United States' Presidential Task Forces (1981) have all cited human intervention as a primary
factor in the cause and exacerbation of accidents in safety-critical systems. Rasmussen (1985) asserts
that \designs should only be accepted if the human contribution to risk can be measured". Reason (1990)
argues that the potential for `error' is latent within any man-machine system and that it is impossible
to entirely engineer out the human contribution to risk. Instead, designers must strive to identify and
protect systems against those risks which are thought likely to pose the greatest threat to safety. In
order to do this engineers must be able to represent and reason about operators' responses to periodic
system failures. This paper extends the application of probabilistic formalisms from Arti cial Intelligence,
control theory and statistical analysis to identify techniques which might enable operators to resolve high
risk system failures.

1.1 Risk

The rst question to be answered by any attempt to improve risk assessment is: what is risk? A number
of di erent de nitions have been proposed by bodies such as the British Standard's Institute (1979), the
Institute of Chemical Engineers (1985) and the United States' Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Vesely,
1981). The variations in these de nitions re ect the di ering concerns of such agencies. This paper
exploits a more general de nition; risk is the \danger of loss, injury or other adverse consequence" (Allen, 1990). `Danger' can be expressed in terms of probabilities; the likelihood of an adverse consequence
occurring. It is seldom feasible to exhaustively test interactive systems in order to verify these probabilities. It is, typically, not feasible to test for errors which are estimated to occur once during ten years
of operation. In spite of such limitations, risk assessment continues to provide an important design tool
for many industries. Quantitative information about system failures is available from sources such as
the European Event Data Recording System (Mancini, 1988), NASA's Aviation Safety Reporting System (Wiener, 1988) and the Atomic Energy Authority's Systems Reliability Service (Hunt and Ramskill,
1985). These sources are maintained because risk analysis provides a focus for the allocation of nite
development resources. Designers strive to minimise those risks which are perceived to pose the greatest
threat to their system. In other words, risk assessment helps to avoid ad hoc design by directing resources
towards important development issues.

1.2 Formal Speci cation

NASA (1989), the U.K. Ministry of Defence (1991) and companies, including IBM (Jack, 1992) and
Mitsubishi (Katsuyama, Sato, Nakakawaji and Mizuno, 1991), are investing considerable resources in
the application of `industrial strength' speci cation techniques. Formal methods have also been applied
to support interface development. Sufrin and He (1990), Harrison and Thimbleby (1989), Took (1991)
have used mathematical speci cation techniques to describe high level requirements for many di erent
interactive systems. Unfortunately, many formal notations abstract away from temporal properties that
can determine the quality of man-machine interaction. Delays in response times can lead to frustration
and error (Johnson and Harrison, 1992). A further limitation is that many speci cation techniques
do not distinguish between high and low probability system behaviours. This is signi cant because in
manufacturing processes and telecommunications networks, designers can only specify traces of interaction
with respect to the probable behaviour of other systems and users. For instance, operator commands to
start pumping will not always be successful if pumps fail once every two days. This paper argues that
probabilistic temporal logics can be used to support the design of such interactive systems.
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1.3 Simulation

Risk assessments, expressed in mathematical speci cation languages, provide the non-formalist with little
idea of what it would be like to interact with an application. We have implemented the Risklog simulation
tool in order to determine whether executable subsets of a probabilistic temporal logic can be used to
develop partial implementations. It is hypothesised that these prototypes would provide a far better
impression of the `look and feel' of an interactive system.

1.4 The Structure Of This Paper

Section 2 describes the example that is used to illustrate the rest of this paper. Section 3 argues that
Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) can be used to represent the products of risk analysis in a
form that supports the design of interactive systems. Section 4 argues that this notation can also be used
to support prototyping The implementation of the Risklog simulation tool is brie y described. Sction 5
presents the conclusions that can be drawn from this research and identi es areas for further work.

2 An Example Application
The remainder of this paper uses requirements for a water-cooled nuclear reactor to illustrate the application of risk assessment techniques. This example has been chosen because it typi es the complex
and stochastic application processes which pose a considerable challenge to interface designers (Worley
and Lewins, 1988). A stochastic process is de ned to be a series of operations whose results can best
be described in terms of probabilities (Davies, 1985). In particular, we are concerned to represent and
reason about operator intervention to resolve periodic failures in the emergency core cooling system. This
provides short term cooling once the reactor enters an unstable state. Faults can occasionally develop in
pumping equipment and so maintenance is required in order to guarantee the integrity of the system. If
repair activities are prolonged then operators are required to halt power generation.

3 Representing Risk Assessments
In order to support the operation of stochastic application processes, designers must be able to represent
low and high probability system behaviours.

3.1 Failure Modes, E ects And Criticality Analysis

A number of existing risk assessment techniques might be recruited to support interface development.
For example, failure mode, e ects and criticality analysis might be used to represent those situations that
require operator intervention. Table 1 illustrates a product of this analysis. Operators must schedule
increased maintenance in order to avoid the dried pump seals that can lead to over-heating. A limitation
of these tables is that it can be dicult to identify the knock-on e ects that faults have upon other components in the system. For example, Table 1 does not describe the impact which increased maintenance
will have upon the production capacity of the plant.
Component
Pump Blow-back
Pump Seal

Failure Mode
Blockage
Over-heat

Failure Cause
Valve collapse
Dried

Criticality
Medium
High

Improvement
Maintenance
More inspection

Table 1: A Failure Mode, E ects And Criticality Analysis Table.
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Similarly, it does not describe the e ect which increased maintenance activities will have upon the
operators who must control the power generation process. Table 1 might be extended to capture these
relationships but this would reduce the tractability of the representation.

3.2 Markov Models

Markov models provide a means of representing the ways in which events interact (Leung and Wolfenden,
1983). Figure 1 illustrates an extremely simple model which relates failure and repair rates for pumping
equipment. Using this model it is possible to derive the following formula which relates the probability
r_repair

Pump
failed

Pump
working

r_fail

Figure 1: A Simple Markov Model
that a pump is working to its failure and repair rates at time t (Davies, 1985). This formula can be
applied to deduce that if a coolant pump fails six times every year and can be repaired once every two
days then there is a 0.96 probability that the component is working at any particular time:
jp workingjt = j r fail +1r repair r repair + r fail e?(r fail+r repair) jt
(1)
A limitation of this approach is that operator responses to system failures are represented implicitly
in the transitions between system states. Users must intervene to transform a coolant pump from the
failed to the working state. Explicitly representing operators as components of a Markov model begs the
question: what states can a user be in? In anticipation of the results of current research in the eld of
cognitive science, designers must seek alternative approaches (Rasmussen, 1988).

3.3 Fault Trees

Fault-trees are in widespread use amongst systems engineers (Vesely, 1981). For instance, the fault-tree
notation used in Figure 2 conforms to guidelines that have been drawn up by the European Federation
of Chemical Engineers (1985). The bottom-right branch of this fault-tree represents the risk that an
operator will attempt to withdraw control-rods whose interlocks have been disabled. The probabilities
and the method of propagation are derived from Watson (1985). There are, however, limitations which
restrict the utility of this notation for the design of interactive systems. The European Federation of
Chemical Engineering's International Study Group On Risk Analysis concludes:
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\Fault-trees have diculties with event sequences... parts of systems where sequence is
important are, therefore, usually modelled using techniques more adept at incorporating such
considerations" (European Federation of Chemical Engineering, 1985).
Gate conditions are assumed to hold simultaneously or at some time after their branch conjunctions
and disjunctions. The leaves of a tree are assumed to hold simultaneously or at some time before their
parents. This lack of temporal information is a signi cant limitation because event sequences a ect the
quality of interaction between an operator and their system. Determining the order in which displays
are presented and commands are issued forms an important stage in the development of man-machine
interfaces.

3.4 Probability Logic

Logic o ers a number of advantages for the design of man-machine systems. It can be used to abstract
away from the complexity of low level device handling. These details can gradually be introduced as
development progresses. There is a close correspondence between speci cations written in logic and programs which satisfy those speci cations implemented in PROLOG. As early as 1938, Shannon proposed
that logic might also be applied to support risk analysis for electrical control systems. Rescher describes
one means of achieving this:
\A measure function Pr is presupposed as given, which assigns some real value Pr(p) to
each and every member p of the domain of statements at issue" (Rescher, 1969).
The underlying idea behind this approach is that a likelihood value can be assigned to statements. The
Pr function is assumed to satisfy constraints imposed by probability theory. For instance, the following
are typically provided as axioms:
0:0  Pr(p)  1:0
Pr(p _ :p) = 1:0

(2)
(3)

Carnap's Logical Foundations Of Probability (1962) reviews a number of semantic interpretations for
these clauses. For our purposes, it is possible to apply Rescher's probability logic to represent the risk of
system behaviours which require operator intervention. Figures for compressor performance predict 76
failures per operating year (Davies, 1985). Designers might, therefore, specify that the probability of a
pump failing in the next second is 0:241  10?5:

Pr(pump faileda) = 0:00000241

(4)

Such probabilities can be used to represent and reason about the potential behaviour of man-machine
interfaces. For example, the following formula states that an error message is received by a user if pumpa
fails, a warning is presented and user1 con rms the error message. In order to determine the likelihood of
a pump warninga , designers must rst determine the probability of pump faileda. Clause (4) indicates
that this is likely to be a rare warning. Additional design resources may, therefore, be allocated in order
to ensure that operators can detect and respond appropriately to such displays:

l error received (
pump faileda ^ pump warninga ^ user warning acknowledge1
(5)
There is no notion of sequence in probability logic; formula (5) would be true if pump warninga was

presented after the user acknowledged the warning. This would have a profound impact upon the usability
of any implementation and is clearly not what the designer intended. Probability logic, therefore, su ers
from the same limitation as the fault-tree notation.
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3.5 Linear Time Temporal Logics

Linear time temporal logics provide a means of representing the sequencing information that was absent
from clauses such as (5). The following paragraphs describe a language proposed by Manna and Pnueli
(1981). Readers who are concerned with the application, rather than the formal basis of the logic, should
move onto the next paragraph. Elements of a set of symbols represent variables, constants, propositions,
functions and predicates. This set can be partitioned into global and local symbols. Global symbols have
a uniform interpretation; they do not change their value or meaning from state to state. Local symbols
may assume di erent meanings and values from state to state. The logic contains the set of boolean
connectives: ^; _; :; ,; ); (. The logic also contains the rst-order quanti ers 9 and 8 together with
the temporal operators: (read as `next'); 2 (`read as always'); 3 (read as `eventually'); U (read as
`until'). Terms are built from the application of functions and predicates to constants and variables.
Formulas are constructed from the application of boolean connectives, temporal operators or quanti ers
to terms. Atomic formulas are propositions and predicates applied to terms which are of an appropriate
sort. A model (I; ; ) for Manna and Pnueli's temporal logic consists of a global interpretation, I , a
global assignment, , and a sequence of states, . I speci es a domain corresponding to each sort and
assigns concrete elements of that domain to symbols. assigns a value over an appropriate domain to
global free variables and propositions.  = s0 ; s1 ; ::: is an in nite sequence of states where each si assigns
values to local free variables and propositions. The following provides an inductive de nition of the truth
value of temporal formula w in a model (I; ; ). I is implicitly assumed, the value of a subformula or
term,  , is denoted by  j :
 For a local variable or proposition, y: y j = ys0 . The value of y in state s0 is that assigned in the
rst state of .
 For a global variable or proposition u: u j = [u]. The value of u is that assigned to u by .
 For a constant, c, the evaluation is determined by I : c j = I [c].
 For a function, f (x1 ; :::; xk ): f (t1 ; :::; tk ) j = I [f ](t1 j ; :::; tk j ). The value of the application is
that of the interpreted function, I[f], applied to the values of t1 ; :::; tk in (I; ; ).
 For a term t: t j = t j1 . The value of t in  = s0 ; s1 ; ::: is given by the value of t in the shifted
sequence 1 = s1 ; s2 ; :::
 For a predicate p(x1 ; :::; xk ): p(t1 ; :::; tk ) j = I [p](t1 j ; :::; tk j ).
 For disjunction: (w1 _ w2 ) j = true i w1 j = true or w2 j = true.
 For negation: (:w) j = true i w j = false.
 For application: w j = w j1 .
 For 2 application: 2w j = true i for every k  0; w j = true. w is true for all sux sequences
of .
 For 3 application: 3w j = true i there exists k  0; w j = true. w is true in at least one sux
of .
 For U application: w1 U w2 j = true
i for some k  0; w2 j = true and for all i; 0  i < k; w1 j = true.
k

k

i

k

 For universal quanti cation: (8u:w) j = true i for every d 2 D; w j = true. Where =  [u
0

0

d] is the assignment obtained from by assigning d to u. D is the domain over which u ranges.
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 For existential quanti cation: (9u:w) j = true i for some d 2 D; w j = true. Where =  [u
0

0

d].

Linear temporal logics have previously been applied to represent and reason about computer programs
(Lamport, 1982, Saake and Lipeck, 1988). For our purposes they might also be used to represent temporal
properties of interactive systems. The operator can explicitly represent the temporal sequencing that
was missing in (5). The following clause states that an error message is received by a user if in the present
interval pumpa fails and in the next interval a warning is presented and in the next again interval user1
con rms the error message:

ltl error received (
pump faileda ^ (pump warninga ^ user warning acknowledge1)

(6)

The 3 operator can be used to represent liveness properties. These must eventually be satis ed in order
to ensure safe and successful operation. Clause (6) is extremely deterministic. The operator must respond
to the warning in the next interval after it is presented. Given divided attention and a noisy working
environment it may only be possible to ensure that the operator eventually responds to the warning:

ltl eventual error received (
pump faileda ^ (pump warninga ^ 3user warning acknowledge1)

(7)

The 3 operator represents non-deterministic requirements; it can be evaluated as true in the present
interval, in the next interval, in the next next interval and so on. Many safety-related properties are
invariant; they do not change throughout interaction. These can be represented using the 2 operator,
read as `always'. Designers might use 2 to specify that it is never the case that pump warninga is
presented and pumpa has not failed:

ltl always display warning (
2:(pump warninga ^ :pump faileda)

(8)

The introduction of temporal operators into a logic notation can also be used to express temporal properties of probabilities. For example, the following clause states that there is less than a 1% chance that
pumpa is down in the present interval. It is possible that at some future interval this probability will
increase but it is less than 0.01 now:

Pr(pump faileda) < 0:01

(9)

In contrast, designers might use the 2 operator to specify that the probability of pumpa failing is always
less than 0.01:

2(Pr(pump faileda) < 0:01)

(10)

These clauses might be used to inform interface development. For any operator, the failure of pump a
will be a rare event. This might persuade interface designers to present diagnostic information in addition
to pump warninga . In Norman's terms, sucient context must be provided `in the world' to ensure that
operators are not forced to rely upon `in the head' recollections of emergency procedures for rare failures
(Norman, 1990). It is vital that such requirements should emerge early in development when sensing
devices can be allocated to meet the informational requirements of system operators. If the requirement
speci ed in (10) were violated and the probability increased beyond 0.01 then displays might be redesigned in order to re ect the greater experience which operators would have of this error condition.
Less contextual information may be required in order for them to diagnose and resolve the failure.
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Linear temporal logic can also be used to explicitly represent the ways in which risk assessments
change during particular traces of interaction. For example, it might be speci ed that in the present
interval pumpa has failed and the risk of an unstable reactor is greater than 0.01 and in the next interval
the operator intervenes to shut the system down and the risk of an unstable reactor is reduced to 0.0005:

ltl changing risks (
pump faileda ^ Pr(reactor unstable) > 0:01 ^
user reactor close down ^ Pr(reactor unstable) = 0:000005

(11)
There is a major problem with probabilistic extensions to linear temporal logics. It is possible to provide a
number of alternative semantic interpretations for the Pr function (Carnap, 1962). In particular, Pr may
be viewed either as a measure of con rmation or as a measure of frequency. The former interpretation
resembles the Bayesian view; probability is contingent upon the observation of certain evidence. This
approach is implicit in (11); there is a 0.01 probability of reactor instability due to pump failure. The
frequency view is closer to the use of probability in clause (4). The likelihood of pump failure was
determined by the observation of previous errors and was speci ed without any implicit contingencies.
Branching time temporal logics provide a means of avoiding such distinctions by explicitly specifying that
the semantics of the Pr function should be based upon the frequency view of probability.

3.6 Branching Time Temporal Logics

There are a number of reasons why designers might prefer the frequency view of probability over measures
of con rmation. The most important of these is that the published sources for reliability gures tend to
use this approach. Our estimate of pump failures was derived from the maintenance records of existing
plants. Measures of con rmation can also be criticised from a philosophical stand-point:
\... for most, perhaps for practically all, of those authors on probability who do not
accept a frequency conception the following holds. (i) Their theories are objectivist (and) are
usually only preliminary remarks not a ecting their actual working method. (ii) The objective
concept which they mean is similar to (the frequency view of) probability." (Carnap, 1962).
This observation does not take into account the pragmatic bene ts of techniques such as Bayesian conditioning and Bayesian networks (Van Rijsberg, 1992). It must also be stressed that the integration
of Bayesian and frequency approaches is an area of continuing research. Frequency predictions can be
bounded by ranges which re ect the degree of belief in the probability of a fact being true (Bacchus,
1990). Further work intends to examine whether the bene ts of this integration provide sucient justication for the additional complexity created by reasoning with bounded probabilities. In anticipation
of the results of this research the remainder of this paper exploits a frequency based perspective upon
probability.
In order to provide a semantics for the Pr function it is rst necessary to describe a non-probabilistic
branching time temporal logic. Readers who are concerned with the application, rather than the formal
basis of the logic, should move onto the next paragraph. Clarke and Emerson's Computation Tree
Logic (CTL) represents future time in terms of a number of possible sequences of states (Clarke and
Emerson, 1982). This contrasts with Manna and Pnueli's logic where the notation is built around a
single sequence of future states. Following Clarke and Emerson, our description of CTL uses p to denote
an atomic proposition. p is a formula, fi denotes a formula or sub-formula. f1 ^ f2 is a formula denoting
conjunction, :f is a formula denoting negation. EX Fj f is a formula; f is true in the next state of
possible future Fj . A[f1 U f2 ] is a formula; there exists a pre x for all futures such that f2 is true in the
last state of the pre x and f1 holds at all other states in that pre x. E [f1 U f2 ] is a formula; there exists a
pre x for a future such that f2 is true in the last state of the pre x and f1 holds at all other states in that
pre x. The semantics of CTL are represented by a model M = (S; F1 ; :::; Fk ; L) where: S is a countable
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set of states; Fi  S  S is a relation on S giving the transitions over a possible future i; L is an assignment
of true atomic propositions in each state. Let F = F1 [ F2 ::: [ Fk and 8s 2 S; 9s0 2 S (s; s0 ) 2 F . A
trace is an in nite sequence of states (s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; :::) 2 S ! where 8i(si; si+1 ) 2 F . To any structure M and
state s 2 S of M there corresponds a tree of possible future states with root labelled s0 such that s ! si
is a branch in the tree i (s; si ) 2 F . M , s0 j= f denotes that formula f is true in state s0 of future
tree M . The M is omitted if it is understood by the preceding context. The j= relation can be de ned
inductively:
 s0 j= p i p 2 L(s0 );
 s0 j= :f i not(s0 j= f );
 s0 j= f1 ^ f2 i s0 j= f1 and s0 j= f2 ;
 s0 j= EX Fk f i 9s1 2 S (s0 ; s1 ) 2 Fk ^ s1 j= f ;
 s0 j= A[f1 U f2 ] i for all traces 9i[i  0 ^ si j= f2 ^ 8j (0  j ^ j < i ^ sj j= f1 )];
 s0 j= E [f1 U f2 ] i for some trace 9i[i  0 ^ si j= f2 ^ 8j (0  j ^ j < i ^ sj j= f1 )];
 f1 _ f2  :(:f1 ^ :f2 );
 f1 ) f2  :f1 _ f2 ;
 EFf1  E [trueU f1 ] states that for some trace there exists a state in which f1 is true;
 AGf1  :EF :f1 states that f1 is true for all states in all traces;
 AXf  :EX :f1 states that f1 holds in all next states.
Designers can use CTL's X operator (read as `next') to represent the sequential information that was
missing in formula (5). The A operator can be read as `in all traces of interaction'. For example, the
following clause speci es that an error is always received if pump a fails, a warning is presented and under
all possible futures user1 acknowledges the warning in the next state:

ctl always receive error (
pump faileda ^ display pump warninga ^ AX user warning acknowledge1

(12)

Similarly, it is possible to represent the liveness property described using the 3 operator in (7). This
requirement can be speci ed using the E operator (read as `in a possible trace of interaction') and the
F operator (read as `in a future state'). user1 responds to the warning in a future state of at least one
possible course of interaction:

ctl weak receive error (
pump faileda ^ display pump warninga ^ EF user warning acknowledge1

(13)

The previous clause does not require that the warning display should continue to be presented until the
user acknowledges it. Such presentation requirements can be represented using the U (read as `until')
operator:

ctl continue display ( pump faileda ^ E [display pump warninga U
(user warning acknowledge1 ^ user start stand by pump1)]

(14)

Designers might also exploit the U operator to represent requirements for multi-user systems. For instance, it might be speci ed that a number of operators should coordinate their responses before stand-by
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pumping equipment is started. Cooperation occurs if pump a fails, a warning is presented and in all possible futures the stand-by pump is not started until both user 1 and user 2 provide input to start that
pump:

ctl cooperation ( pump faileda ^ display pump warninga ^
A[:stand by pump on U (user start stand by pump1 ^ user start stand by pump2)]

(15)

This requirement can easily be generalised to more than two operators using additional clauses to represent
user3 , user4 and so on (Johnson, 1991).

3.7 PCTL

We have developed PCTL (Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic) in order to represent probabilities
within the CTL notation. This can be achieved by extending the syntax of CTL to include an additional
path formula. AX [f Pr y] intuitively means that the probability of f being true in the next state of all
possible futures is y where y is a value in the range [0.0,1.0]. The probability of a proposition is given by
the number of next possible states in which that proposition is true divided by the number of all possible
next states. This approach is similar to that exploited by Hansson and Jonsson (1989). For instance, if
pumpa fails in two out of ten possible states then the probability of pumpa failing in the next state is
2=10 or 0:2. More formally, s0 j= AX [f Pr y] i :
#f8Fk 2 F j(s0 ; s1 ) 2 Fk ^ s1 j= f  Fk g = y
#f8Fj 2 F j(s0 ; s1 ) 2 Fj  Fj g
It is, typically, impossible to enumerate all possible next states for complex systems. Therefore, the historic frequency [f Pr y] is taken as a best approximation for AX ([f Pr y]). We cannot predict the future
and so design is informed by frequency rates which have been derived from previous traces of interaction.
The semantics of this frequency view can be represented by altering CTL's model to include a partial
function P !7 S  S which de nes a linear ordering over previous states. In PCTL a trace can be viewed as
an in nite sequence that includes a nite sequence of previous states: (sx ; :::; s?2 ; s?1 ; s0 ; s1 ; s2 ; :::) 2 S !
where 8i  0(si ; si+1 ) 2 F and 8i < 0(si?1 ; si ) 2 P . From this we can now derive the semantics of the
frequency view of probability. s0 j= [f Pr y] i :
0

#f8sx 2 P jsx j= f  sx g = y
#f8sx 2 P  sxg
The probability, y, of f being true in the present state is given as the total number of previous states in
which f was true divided by the total number of previous states. As mentioned in Section 3.4, gures
for compressor performance predict 76 failures per operating year. Such real-time failure rates can be
represented in PCTL by linking all state transitions to a clock, 8i(si ; si+1 ) 2 S . If state transitions,
(si ; si+1 ), occur every second then designers might specify that:
[pump faileda Pr 0:00000241]
It is important to note that there are many well developed techniques for the combination and analysis of
such probabilities. The interested reader is directed to Bacchus (1990) for a more detailed discussion. In
contrast, the following clauses are intended to illustrate the ways in which PCTL might be used to inform
the design of man-machine interfaces. The rst clause states that an error is acknowledged if pump a
fails and a warning is displayed and there is at least one state in a possible course of interaction in which
user 1 provides input to acknowledge the failure. The second clause states that an error is acknowledged
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if pump a fails and a warning is displayed and there is at least one state in a possible course of interaction
in which user 2 provides input to acknowledge the failure:

acknowledge error (
pump faileda ^ display pump warninga ^ EF user warning acknowledge1
acknowledge error (
pump faileda ^ display pump warninga ^ EF user warning acknowledge2

(16)

(17)
From (16) we know that pump failures are unlikely to occur during most shifts. In Section 3.4 it was argued
that additional contextual information must be provided in order for operators to correctly diagnose and
respond to such rare events. Wickens (1984) argues that users will tailor their polling strategy to re ect
the probabilistic behaviour of their system. Less attention will be allocated to the observation of low
probability errors. Designers must, therefore, provide sucient perceptual cues in order to capture the
operators' attention. Additional presentation resources might be allocated so that users 1 and 2 are
likely to observe pump faileda. For instance, designers might exploit both visual and audio alarms.
Patterson (1990) argues that warning sounds are essential for the operation of safety-critical processes
because hearing is a primary warning sense. These sounds are particularly useful for the presentation
of systems whose operators are not continually engaged in controlling application processes. Users may
notice audible warnings of periodic failures even if their eyes are closed or they are concentrating on
other control tasks. Logic abstractions and PCTL operators might be used to express the duration of
such alarms. An audible warning is acknowledged if pump a fails and in all possible futures a warning is
presented and an audible warning persists until user 1 acknowledges the alarm:

audible acknowledge error ( pump faileda ^
A[(display pump warninga ^ audible alarm pumpa) U user warning acknowledge1]

(18)
During the development of complex systems, designers must represent the probability of failure in a range
of components. Blow-back valves prevent materials from being forced back into a pump's inlet supply:
(19)
[fail blow backa Pr 0:00000021]
Tests have shown that the rate of acquisition of warning sounds slows markedly with more than six
di erent alarms (Patterson, 1982). The explicit representation of probabilities using clauses, such as
(16), provides designers with a justi cation for the allocation of alarms. Auditory warnings might be
restricted to low probability failures, such as pump faileda. From clauses (16) and (19) we know that a
blow back failure is more probable than a pump failure. The latter failure might then only be presented
using a visual warning:

acknowledge error ( blow back faileda ^
A[display blow back warninga U user warning acknowledge1]

(20)
To illustrate the importance of combining probabilistic and temporal information during the design of
man-machine interfaces we introduce a further clause describing the frequency of a component failure.
There is a 0:2  10?6 probability of pump pressure escape valve a failing:
(21)
[escape valve faileda Pr 0:0000002]
We can see that the probability of a escape valve faileda is less than that of pump faileda. It might
reasonably be argued that operators should also be provided with audio warnings to alert them to this
low probability failure:

audible acknowledge valve error ( escape valve faileda ^
A[(display valve warninga ^ audible alarm valvea ) U user warning acknowledge1]
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(22)

If valve and pump failures occur at the same time then both audio alarms might be issued until
user warning acknowledge1. Such solutions can impose considerable demands upon operators who must
disambiguate multiple concurrent warnings. These problems can be avoided by altering the rhythm and
spectral composition of di erent alarms. Alternatively, auditory warnings may be ranked using the
products of probabilistic risk assessments. It is important to emphasise that other factors must be considered, such as the potential threat of each concurrent failure. PCTL does, however, provide a means
of explicitly representing the comparative likelihood of system behaviours in a manner which can be
used to inform design. In our example, risk assessments might be used to argue that if pumpa and
escape valvea fail in the same interval then operators should be informed of the comparatively less likely
escape valve faileda than the more frequent pump faileda:

priority valve error (
escape valve faileda ^ pump faileda ^
A[(display valve warninga ^ display pump warninga ^
audible alarm valvea ) U user warning acknowledge1]

(23)

De Keyser (1990) argues that anticipation is vital for decision making in complex environments. Umbers
(1979) suggests that a users' control strategy is determined by the predicted behaviour of the system
in response to their actions. Bainbridge (1981) argues that operators rely upon predictions about the
behaviour of the system when responding to unexpected or novel situations. In other words, the task of
controlling a complex system forces users to make their own informal analysis of the stochastic behaviour
of application processes. Probabilistic risk assessments might, therefore, be used when developing training
material and system documentation. Operators might be required to estimate the probability of failures
during competence examinations.
There are a number of limitations with this approach. Firstly, it seems unlikely that the degree
of precision represented in clauses such as (21) is required when operating many control systems. This
objection might be overcome by asking questions about the relative probability of component failures. For
instance, is pump faileda more likely than escape valve faileda? A second problem is that it may not
always be possible for operators to verbalise their knowledge of application behaviour. Broadbent (1990)
argues that there is a \negative correlation between the ability to control a system and the score obtained
on questions about it". Thirdly, presenting the relative likelihood of system failures in training material
may not provide an ecient means of instructing operators about the probable behaviour of a complex
system. Simulations might be used to overcome this limitation. Prototypes can be developed to mimic the
probable behaviour of application processes. Operators might then be shown partial implementations in
order to gain experience of controlling stochastic application processes during the early stages of interface
development when full implementations are, typically, unavailable.

4 Simulation
Using PCTL to specify high and low probability behaviours does not guarantee that operators will be able
to detect and respond to particular displays, such as display blow back warninga and display pump warninga .
The Risklog prototyping tool has been developed to provide empirical support for the assumptions that
may be embodied within PCTL speci cations.

4.1 Risklog And Time

Several research groups have provided executable semantics for temporal logics. For instance, Moszkowski
(1986) has developed an interpreter for the Tempura programming language using Lisp. Others have
implemented systems using the PROLOG programming environment. This latter approach has been
12

adopted by the developers of Tokio linear temporal logic system (Fujita, Kono, Tanaka and Moto-Aka,
1986). In order to exploit Tokio as a means of deriving prototypes from probabilistic speci cations it
is necessary to translate PCTL requirements into linear time temporal logic. This is trivial for PCTL
clauses which apply over all traces of interaction. Intuitively, if a property holds over all possible future
traces then it must hold over that single trace which describes the actual course of interaction. This
transformation is illustrated by the following Risklog clause that implements priority valve error (23):

risklog priority valve error : ?escape valve faileda; pump faileda;
(display valve warninga ; display pump warninga ; audible alarm valvea ) U
user warning acknowledge1

(24)

This approach cannot be applied to clauses, such as continue display (14), which only hold for some
traces of interaction. These include the E pre x and do little to direct the execution of a prototype; they
represent requirements which may or may not be ful lled depending upon whether a particular future
branch of time is or is not followed. In current implementations of Risklog, designers must either omit such
clauses from an executable speci cation or strengthen them to apply over all future traces of interaction.
Our intuition is that this process forms a necessary part of the re nement towards implementation. Future
work intends to explore means of retaining these clauses so that Risklog will record whether or not they
are satis ed during particular traces of interaction with a prototype.

4.2 Risklog And Probability

A limitation with Tokio as a prototyping tool is that it is extremely deterministic. With clause (24),
if a developer asserted that pumpa failed during the rst run of a prototype then it would also fail for
every other run. Designers must change the facts that hold for many di erent intervals of interaction
in order to ensure that operators are faced with traces that accurately model the probable behaviour of
a safety-critical system. Risklog exploits Monte Carlo techniques to avoid such limitations. The term
`Monte Carlo' refers to the use of random numbers to determine whether or not a fact holds during a
particular interval of interaction. By analogy, if Risklog is faced with a choice of possible behaviours
then it makes its decision by ipping a coin. The use of probabilities is analogous to weighting the coin
in favour of a particular outcome. In our example, the probability of pumpa failing, 0:241  10?5, is
compared with a random number in the range [0.0, 1.0]. If the random number is less than or equal to
the probability then the fact is assumed to be true; the pump fails. If the random number is greater
than the probability then the fact is assumed to be false; the pump does not fail. The calculation of a
probability and the comparison of a random number are represented using propositions with a simulate
pre x:

risklog simulate cooperation : ?simulate pump faileda; display pump warninga ;
(:stand by pump on U user start stand by pumpa; user start stand by pump2)

(25)

If a probability is increased then there is a greater chance that it will be larger than the random number
generated during the evaluation of the simulate proposition. It is also important to simulate low probability traces, such as pump and blow-back failures. Risklog achieves this by reversing the previously
mentioned decision procedure during the comparison of probabilities and random numbers. If the random
number is greater than the probability then the corresponding fact is assumed to be true. If the random
number is less than or equal to the probability then the fact is assumed to be false.
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of Risklog. Tokio is used to interpret clauses containing temporal
logic operators. The Monte Carlo suite calls the random number generators used by simulate clauses.
The linear congruent method is used and the algorithm is seeded using the time at which PROLOG rst
consults the Risklog les (Sedgewick, 1988). These facilities are implemented using an interface between
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PROLOG and the C programming language. A companion paper describes how Risklog exploits the
Prelog system to implement graphical interfaces for stochastic, multi-user applications (Johnson, 1993).

5 Conclusion And Further Work
This paper has argued that risk assessment techniques can be recruited to support the development of
interactive, safety-critical systems. Existing approaches, such as fault-trees, cannot adequately capture
the temporal properties that characterise interaction with stochastic application processes. Temporal
logics, such as Manna and Pnueli's linear notation, can be used to explicitly represent sequential and
concurrent properties of interactive dialogues. A probability function, Pr, can be introduced to represent
stochastic behaviour in a similar manner to that exploited in the probability logic described by Rescher
(1969). The semantics of the resulting notation are unclear. In particular, it is not possible to di erentiate
between contingent and frequency views of probability. We have shown how PCTL exploits the branching
time model of Clarke and Emerson's CTL to avoid such ambiguity (Clarke and Emerson, 1982). This logic
notation can be used to represent probabilistic and temporal properties of man-machine interaction. Its
semantics are based upon the frequency approach to probability. Finally, we have argued that executable
subsets of PCTL support the development of interactive simulations. The Risklog prototyping tool
exploits Monte Carlo techniques to generate low and high risk system behaviours. These simulations can
be shown to potential users and are amenable to experimental analysis.
There is an important limitation with Risklog's decision procedure; low probability behaviours are
unlikely to occur. It is, therefore, dicult to simulate the mixture of high and low probability failures
which often frustrate the use of complex computer systems. Current work is exploring tolerances, or
bands, within which low probability propositions will occasionally be evaluated as true irrespective of the
random numbers generated by Monte Carlo techniques.
Low probability, high cost failures, typically, have a greater impact upon safety than high probability,
low cost errors. Further work intends to enhance Risklog to consider the costs of failures when simulating
situations that require operator intervention. Utility functions will be introduced into PCTL speci cations
(Burns, 1991). We also intend to apply the techniques, described in this paper, to a range of application
domains. The intention is to determine whether PCTL can capture generic temporal and stochastic
properties of man-machine systems.
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